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How Can I Best S.E.R.V.E. You?
Length: 80 to 90 minutes

Is a presentation designed to enhance or build a fire fighter’s, first 
responder’s and/or police officer’s self-leadership skills and 
abilities to embrace adverse challenges.
 
Within this training session, the attendees will be educated and 
inspired to implement the following five concepts to support them 
to become stronger leaders.

   * SEEING a vision for the future.
   * EMPOWERING and supporting others to succeed.
   * REINVENTING ourselves by continuously embracing change.  
   * VIRTUALLY everything we do, starts with a thought.
   * EMBODYING our values and being accountable.

Looking Inside The Positive Rebel!
Length: 60 to 70 minutes.    

Looking inside the Positive rebel is a one hour speech examining the benefit as to why a 
firefighter, first responder, or police officer should progress throughout their career 
with a Positive Rebel’s frame of mind. Your audience members will be given examples 
of why it is so important to stretch their comfort zone to overcome situations that make 
us feel uncertain, insecure, and vulnerable. While at the same time pushing them- selves 
beyond their own ceilings of condition, by ignoring procrastinating thoughts and 
establishing new goals and objectives.Safety Is A Team Sport.

Length: 60 to 70 minutes    
 
Are your fire fighting crews or police officers aware of the 
negative acts of peer pressure and the invisible destructive 
forces of complacency which can lead to an unsafe and 
non-productive  environment. This presentation will 
support your initiatives to increase the performance of the 
fire or police department you are leading, while at the 
same time creating a safe and unified team.

Customizing A Presentation Just For Your Audiences.  
Please feel free to contact Michael directly today, by calling or texting him at 
250-816-2989. So he can build a presentation which will educate and inspire your 
member and audience to achieve high levels of productive, collaboration, and success. 

“A Positive Rebel is a person who   
doesn’t tolerate their own; negative 

thoughts, ideas of limitations, and fears 
that are self-imposed”. 

“Comox Fire Rescue has had Michael Bortolotto speak at our fire station on 
numerous occasions to both our firefighters and students in our youth 
program. Michaels message is very inspiring and on target. I strongly 
believe he has made a positive impact with many of the people who had 
attended his presentation. We look forward to working with Michael again in 
the near future”.

Gord Schreiner, Fire Chief, Commix Fire Rescue 

Michael’s Speaking History. 

For 25 years, Michael Bortolotto has delivered motivational and inspiration 
presentations to fire fighters, first responders, and police officers on how to move 
beyond limiting challenges and prohibiting obstacles by being a positive rebel. 

Michael’s Top 3 Requested Presentations.
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